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Hardworking Photographer, Videographer and PhD Candidate , offering 5+ years supporting video
production and photography manufacturing needs. Successful in working long hours in challenging
environments, including movie sets and completing tasks. Excellent history of working well with other team
members, pitching in to help achieve team goals.
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Retouching and color correction
Visual design
Digital Enhancements
Maximizing coverage
Composition understanding
Shot list reading
Digital sound editing
Sound Editing

Digital design
Strong Exposure Techniques
Food Photography
Configuring cameras
Lighting scenes
Preparing shots
Audio Mixers
Voice recording
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Movie Production, 09/2017 to Current
Freelance – Famagusta
Elevated video quality through creative and tasteful sound design and color grading.
Performed research on available locations, sun position, props and weather conditions at prospective
film sites.
Planned shoots, including number and type of cameras, angles and lighting requirements.
Collaborated with director to plan and implement desired production look.
Performed test shoots by using different focal lengths and camera placements.
Interacted positively with actors and actresses when escorting to and from trailers during filming.
Wrote scripts and shot sheets and edited content for commercial video projects.
Photographer, 09/2017 to Current
Freelance – Famagusta
Shot photographs in controlled lab, field and remote environments.
Fabricated camera mounts and cases to capture images and protect equipment.
Maintained productive professional relationships with models and modeling agencies.

Edited, toned, captioned and uploaded photographs for news publications.
Defined and recommended detailed solutions to capture images.
Selected and set up appropriate props, backdrops and lighting.
Photographed high-quality images for both print and internet distribution.
Performed advanced computer processing of images for assignments.
Research Assistant, 09/2015 to Current
Eastern Mediterranean University – Famagusta
Performed statistical, qualitative and quantitative analysis.
Wrote and edited data collection forms and questionnaires.
Evaluated potential subject participants to assess suitability for planned studies.
Organized paperwork, including participant-informed consent waivers and research scope
documentation.
Provided comprehensive research assistance and support when designing and executing experiments.
Journalist, 06/2018 to 08/2018
KIBRIS Newspaper – Nicosia
Applied understanding of public opinion, social media and traditional media use to create engaging and
attention-grabbing stories.
Followed through on beat sources, contacts and leads to gather information for stories.
Wrote pieces and news stories for online publication, coordinating images and layout to deliver proper
presentation.
Pursued and developed stories independently and for assignment, covering range of topics.
Wrote, edited and produced stories for multiple platforms, including Internet and digital channels.
Intern, 06/2014 to 07/2014
Bayrak Radio & Television Corporation – Nicosia
Completed a 4-week internship program.
Worked as a sound technician in the main desk of the live channel.
Worked in sound montage to videos.
Worked in sound recording in radio/TV studios
Basic computer aided sound processing/editing using specific software
Regulated volume level and sound quality during recording sessions.
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High School Diploma: 05/2011
Türk Maarif Koleji - Nicosia
Bachelor of Science: Music And Sound Technology, 08/2015
University Of Portsmouth - Portsmouth, UK

Master of Arts: Communication And Media Studies, 08/2017
Eastern Mediterranean University - Famagusta, Cyprus
Ph.D.: Communication And Media Studies
Eastern Mediterranean University - Famagusta, UK
Continuing education in Film Music and Audience Attidutes

